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As the demand for intelligent services in the Internet of Things continues to increase, the amount of intelligent sensing
information is also increasing, and the security of these information has gradually attracted attention. Owing to the openness
and the dynamics of intelligent sensor devices, there are a lot of security issues which needed to be resolved for the
corresponding intelligent sensing information. In order to protect the transmission security of intelligent sensing information,
this paper proposes a security transmission and early warning mechanism for intelligent sensing information in the Internet of
Things. In the security transmission and early waring mechanism, we first propose an encryption/decryption algorithm for
intelligent sensing information. Then, we build a security transmission algorithm. On that basis, we propose an early warning
algorithm of intelligent sensing information. At the end of this paper, we analyze the security of this mechanism and the
results of the experiment in order to illustrate its effectiveness. The results show that our proposed security transmission and
early warning mechanism are very effective in the Internet of Things.

1. Introduction

Recently, the technology of the Internet of Things (IoT) has
developed rapidly. With the development of the technology,
the applications of IoT are becoming more and more exten-
sive and there are more and more types of intelligent sensor
devices. In this situation, people also show great enthusiasm
for the research of various sensors especially in the field of
optical fiber sensors. For example, Wang et al. [1] presented
some specific optimization design methods and priority
design parameters of the classified sensors. In these methods,
the relationship between the strain transfer coefficient and
allowable testing error is established based on the strain
transfer theory. And the proposed relationship is regarded
as the optimal control equation to obtain the optimal value
of sensors that satisfy the requirement of measurement pre-
cision. By considering the practical state of sensors and the
testing accuracy, comprehensive and systematic analyses
on optical fiber sensors are provided from the perspective
of mechanical actions, which could scientifically instruct

the application design and calibration test of industrialized
optical fiber sensors. In order to improve the durability of
the optical fiber sensor, Wang et al. [2] explore the interfa-
cial debonding failure mechanism of embedded sensors
based on the strain transfer analysis and provide theoretical
basis for enhancing the interfacial bonding properties. In
order to open new opportunities for applications in wave-
length division multiplexing networks and also for micro-
wave photonic applications, Min et al. [3] demonstrate a
simple method to fabricate phase-shifted fiber Bragg grat-
ings in polymer optical fibers using the phase mask tech-
nique. In the paper, a simple way is demonstrated to
fabricate phase-shifted fiber Bragg grating in polymer optical
fibers as a narrowband transmission filter for a variety of
applications at telecom wavelengths. In addition, in order
to explore a new generation of sensors with advantageous
features such as lower cost, easy connectivity, higher degree
of customization, and better performance, Leal-Junior et al.
[4] present a review of the fiber specklegram sensor (FSS)
technology. And the operation principle and main
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characteristics of specklegram are presented, and the appli-
cations of fiber specklegram sensors are thoroughly dis-
cussed in this paper.

A conclusion can be drawn that some great achieve-
ments have been made in the development and application
of sensors from the above studies. It is these great achieve-
ments that promote the widespread application of sensors
in the Internet of Things. However, some attacks, such as
theft, tampering, and unauthorized access to intelligent sens-
ing information, often happen in the recent years. These
occurrences have some impact on the security and service
of intelligent sensing information of the Internet of Things
and bring some security risks and economic losses to users,
enterprises, and countries. Due to this situation, a lot of
famous companies and research institutes began extensive
research on this series of problems and put forward a series
of theories and methods. These researches can be simply
listed in the succeeding paragraphs.

Kandi et al. [5] propose a novel versatile key manage-
ment protocol for the Internet of Things. In the paper, the
security and performance of the novel versatile key manage-
ment protocol are analyzed. By using the novel versatile key
management protocol, the forward and backward secrecy of
sensing information can be ensured for group communica-
tion. Yi and Dong [6] propose an item-level access control
framework for intersystem security in the Internet of Things.
The aim is to solve the problem of mutual trust between dif-
ferent partners when companies are building IoT systems.
Bruce et al. [7] firstly analyze the authentication and access
control method used in the Internet of Things presented
by Jing et al. By analyzing Jing et al.’s protocol, the authors
find that the message exchange and the security assessment
are not strong. In order to overcome this fault, Bruce et al.
propose improvements to the protocol to fill the discovered
weakness gaps.

Gusmeroli et al. [8] describe a capability which can be
used to manage their own access control processes to ser-
vices and information. The mechanism is based on the
access control system of enterprises, or even individuals,
which can support rights delegation and a more sophisti-
cated access control customization. Aafaf et al. [9] introduce
a new access control framework for the IoT environment.
The framework is called “IntelligentOrBAC,” which is based
on the OrBAC model. The access control framework puts
the context awareness concern in a first position and deals
with the constrained resources environment complexity.
To achieve these goals, a list of detailed IoT security require-
ments and needs is drawn up in order to establish the guide-
lines of the “IntelligentOrBAC.”

Qinlong et al. [10] propose a secure and fine-grained
data access control scheme with a ciphertext update and a
computation outsourcing in fog computing for IoT. In the
scheme, the sensitive data of the owner are first encrypted
using attribute-based encryption with multiple policies and
then outsourced to a cloud storage. Hence, the user whose
attributes satisfy the access policy can decrypt the ciphertext.
In fact, the computations for data owners to encrypt, end
users to decrypt, reencrypt, and sign are irrelevant to the
number of attributes in the policies. Logrippo [11] takes a

fundamental approach to the security problem of data flow
control. In the fundamental approach, any network of com-
municating entities can be seen as a partial order of equiva-
lence classes of entities under reflexivity and transitivity
assumptions.

Kendrick et al. [12] present a novel implementation of a
multiagent system. By using the system, the Internet of
Things networks can support the distributed processing of
security events and can offload the computational cost of
processing data from the Internet of Things devices. Yang
et al. [13] firstly studied an algorithm redundancy design
method for an industrial control network and discussed
the importance of the algorithmic-level heterogeneous
redundancy. Then, they proposed an improved majority vot-
ing algorithm. In order to show the higher accuracy and out-
put efficiency of the improved majority voting algorithm, it
is compared with the standard majority voting algorithm
and the median voting algorithm. Ammar et al. [14] first
describe the design and implementation of SμμV. Then, they
highlight the formal verification of software architecture and
characterize the remote attestation protocol. At last, they
evaluate the SμμV implementation using an 8-bit AVR
microcontroller that is widely used in IoT devices.

Siboni et al. [15] propose an innovative security testbed
framework targeted at IoT devices. The authors propose
the testbed framework to test all types of IoT devices, with
different software/hardware configurations. At the end of
the paper, advanced analysis processes based on machine
learning algorithms are employed in order to monitor the
overall operation of the IoT device under test. Kamals and
Tariq [16] propose a light-weight protocol to secure the data
and achieving data provenance for the multihop IoT net-
work. In the protocol, the link fingerprints are matched at
the server to compute the correlation coefficient. The higher
the value of the correlation coefficient, the higher the per-
centage of the secured data transmissions. Lower value gives
the detection of adversarial node in between a specific link.

Ullah et al. [17] propose a combined deep learning
approach to detect the pirated software- and malware-
infected files across the IoT network. In the approach, the
TensorFlow deep neural network is first proposed to identify
pirated software using source code plagiarism. Then, the
tokenization and weighting feature methods are used to filter
the noisy data and, further, to zoom the importance of each
token in terms of source code plagiarism. At the same time,
the deep learning approach is used to detect source code pla-
giarism. Lastly, the dataset is collected from Google Code
Jam (GCJ) to investigate software piracy. Pechetti et al.
[18] propose a novel scheme, channel-based mapping diver-
sity. In the scheme, the inherent randomness of the wireless
channel and multiple mappings is used which are available
for an M-ary phase shift keying constellation in confusing
an eavesdropper. Krishna and Lorenz [19] propose a novel
approach of location, context, and social objectives using
knowledge-based rules and conflict resolution for security
(LOCSKS) in the Internet of Things. In the approach, the
Bayesian decision theory is applied and the node behavior
is analyzed, which is based on prior and posterior knowledge
of the location, context, and social objectives in the Internet
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of Things. In order to ensure the location privacy and trust
in the system, LOCSKS exclusive and economical keys are
considered the context to service-type mapping and risk
levels.

Bradbury et al. [20] present a novel formalization of a
duty cycling protocol as a transformation process. Using
derived transformation rules, they present the first duty
cycling protocol for a Source Location Privacy awareness
routing protocol for a local eavesdropping attacker. Jiang
et al. [21] study an approach that applies independent ran-
dom projection at each IoT object to obfuscate data and
trains a deep neural network at the coordinator based on
the projected data from the IoT objects. This approach
introduces light computation overhead to the IoT objects
and moves most workload to the coordinator that can have
sufficient computing resources. With the proliferation of
IoT cameras, it is possible to use crowdsourced videos to
help find interested targets on demand. However, this may
raise privacy concerns when owners of IoT cameras are pro-
vided with photos of the target. To address this problem,
Khazbak et al. [22] design and implement TargetFinder, a
privacy-preserving system for target search through IoT
cameras. By exploiting homomorphic encryption tech-
niques, the server can search for the target on encrypted
information.

To sum up, although a series of security theories and
methods have been proposed to maintain the security of
the Internet of Things, these security theories and methods
mainly focus on the key management, access control, testbed
framework, privacy preserving, and so on. There is lack of
the analysis method of the transmission state of intelligent
sensing information. Moreover, there is also lack of a link
information collection and the encryption synchronization
mode of intelligent sensing information. All of these will
impact on the security of the service security of intelligent
sensing information.

In recent years, some attacks, such as theft, tampering,
and unauthorized access to intelligent sensing information,
often happen. The main factors that generated these attacks
are as follows: (1) due to the influence of energy consump-
tion and other factors, some intelligent sensor devices in
IoT usually undergo dynamic changes (such as join or quit),
and their intelligent sensing information and the corre-
sponding transmission link will also undergo dynamic
changes. Thus, the dynamic changes of intelligent sensor
devices, intelligent sensing information, and transmission
link will bring more opportunities and possibilities to the
network intrusion of illegal users. (2) Due to the dynamic
changes of intelligent sensor devices, the network manage-
ment is complex and difficult. Thus, it makes it easier for
illegal users to hack into networks. (3) Due to the limitations
of wireless transmission, it makes it easier for illegal users to
invade the intelligent sensing information.

These attacks have some impacts on the security and the
reliability of service of intelligent sensing information in the
Internet of Things. And they bring some security risks and
economic losses to users, enterprises, and countries. How-
ever, the existing network security protection policies cannot
be satisfied with the security requirements of intelligent

sensing information at present. In this state, it has become
an urgent problem for people which need to be resolved that
how to protect the security of intelligent sensing information
in the Internet of Things.

In order to overcome this problem, we will adopt a link
information collection and the encryption synchronization
mode of intelligent sensing information. That is, the source
intelligent sensor device which transmits the intelligent sens-
ing information is responsible for collecting the sensing
information of all intelligent sensor devices in the link path
and opening this information to all intelligent sensor devices
in the link path. The intelligent sensor device transmitted in
the middle only needs to authenticate the secret information
and confirmation information sent by the previous intelli-
gent sensor device and does not need to decrypt/encrypt
the transmitted intelligent sensing information. Thus, it
can effectively reduce the calculation cost of the intelligent
sensor device in the intermediate transmission and reduce
energy consumption by using the methods.

Based on the above methods, we propose a security
transmission and early warning mechanism for intelligent
sensing information in the Internet of Things. In this mech-
anism, we first build an encryption/decryption algorithm for
intelligent sensing information. Then, we build a security
transmission algorithm. On that basis, an early warning
algorithm is constructed for the secure transmission of intel-
ligent sensing information according to the actual require-
ment of the security transmission of intelligent sensing
information.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2
describes the security transmission and early warning mech-
anism for intelligent sensing information in the Internet of
Things. The security of the security transmission and early
warning mechanism is analyzed in Section 3. Section 4
describes a series of experiments and analyzes the results of
experiments. The last section is Conclusions and Future
Work.

2. Security Transmission and Early
Warning Mechanism

This section will propose a security transmission and early
warning mechanism for intelligent sensing information in
the Internet of Things which is based on intelligent sensor
devices. Figure 1 shows the architecture of intelligent sensor
devices in the Internet of Things.

This section includes three stages to ensure the security
of intelligent sensing information: (1) an encryption/decryp-
tion algorithm for intelligent sensing information, (2) the
security transmission algorithm of intelligent sensing infor-
mation, and (3) an early warning algorithm of abnormal
conditions. Each stage is described as follows.

2.1. Encryption/Decryption Algorithm for Intelligent Sensing
Information. The security transmission process of intelligent
sensing information involves encryption/decryption, secu-
rity transmission, and an early warning of abnormal condi-
tions in the Internet of Things. At present, a number of
scholars mainly use DES and AES as a representative
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symmetric information encryption technology and RSA as a
representative asymmetric information encryption technol-
ogy to collect and transmit sensing information. In the pro-
cesses of using these encryption algorithms, the intelligent
sensing information which appears in plaintext is encrypted
by bit operation. Thus, if the number of iterations increases,
the efficiency of encryption will decrease with the increase of
the plaintext of sensing information. In order to effectively
solve this problem and avoid the damage caused by informa-
tion leakage to the intelligent sensing equipment, the intelli-
gent sensing information required to be transmitted by the
intelligent sensor devices will be first divided according to
the size of the constraint time. Then, according to the basic
principles of chaos algorithms, the operation methods of
Lorenz chaotic algorithm [23] and Wien chaotic algorithm
[24] are mixed to process the block information accordingly,
so as to improve the randomness of chaotic sequence. Since
the information block will produce a certain offset in the
process of chaotic algorithm, and the same information
block may have a different offset after a different chaotic
algorithm, we construct a coupling equation to couple them
in order to increase the coupling of different chaotic maps.

In addition, in order to improve the security of the
ciphertext, we construct a jamming sequence to conduct sec-
ondary jamming on the ciphertext of the secret information.
On this basis, the chaotic sequence corresponding to each
plaintext block is organically combined with the plaintext
and generated sequential key stream. Finally, the ciphertext
is obtained by bitwise XOR operation between the sequence
of the key and the plaintext. In the process of decryption, the
same method as the encryption method will be used and the
key stream will be used to decrypt the received ciphertext.

Suppose that the intelligent sensing information that the
intelligent sensor device needs to transmit during the time

slot T is SM(T), and LðSMðTÞÞ represents the size of the
intelligent sensing information SM(T), pi is the segmentation
parameter of the ith block of the intelligent sensing informa-
tion SM(T) (0 < pi ≤ 1,1 ≤ i ≤ n,∑n

i=1pi = 1), then the segmen-
tation information of the ith block of intelligent sensing
information SM(T) can be expressed as: DMðTÞi = bpi ∗ S
MðTÞc, its size can be expressed as LðDMðTÞiÞ = bpi ∗ LðS
MðTÞÞc. From this, we can get the following conclusions:

DM Tð Þi ∩DM Tð Þj =∅,where, i ≠ j, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,

SM Tð Þ = 〠
n

i=1
DM Tð Þi,

〠
n

i=1
pi = 1, where, 0 < pi ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

ð1Þ

Therefore, the specific block algorithm is described as
follows:

(Step 1) The intelligent sensor device determines the
intelligent sensing information SM(T) and the
size of the intelligent sensing information
L(SM(T)) according to its processing ability,
which need to be transmitted during the time
slot T.

(Step 2) The intelligent sensor device determines the
segmentation parameter pi of each block in its
intelligent sensing information SM(T) accord-
ing to its own communication ability (where 0
< pi ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ∑n

i=1pi = 1).

intelligent sensor devices

intelligent sensor devices

intelligent sensor devices
gateway

gateway

gateway

servers

local user

local user

remote user

remote user

Figure 1: The architecture of intelligent sensor devices in the Internet of Things.
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(Step 3) The intelligent sensor device computes each
information block DMðTÞi = pi ∗ SMðTÞ and
its size LðDMðTÞiÞ = pi ∗ LðSMðTÞÞ according
to its segmentation parameter pi.

(Step 4) The intelligent sensor device divides intelligent
sensing information SM(T) according to the
following calculation formula

DM Tð Þi ∩DM Tð Þj =∅where, i ≠ j, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n

SM Tð Þ = 〠
n

i=1
DM Tð Þi DM Tð Þi ≠∅,1 ≤ i ≤ n

8
>><

>>:

:

ð2Þ

(Step 5) The intelligent sensor device judges whether the
intelligent sensing information SM (T) is
divided or not. If so, go to step 6; otherwise,
go to step 3.

(Step 6) End.

According to the basic principle of chaotic algorithm,
Lorenz chaotic algorithm is first applied to process the intel-
ligent sensing information block DMðTÞið1 ≤ i ≤ nÞ. Then,
the corresponding initial iteration sequence πL = ðπ1

LðDM
ðTÞiÞ, π2

LðDMðTÞiÞ, π3
LðDMðTÞiÞÞ is obtained, abbreviated

as πL = ðπ1
L, π2

L, π3
LÞ. Then, Wien chaotic algorithm is used

to process the intelligent sensing information block DM
ðTÞið1 ≤ i ≤ nÞ and get the corresponding initial iteration
sequence πW = ðπ1

WðDMðTÞiÞ, π2
WðDMðTÞiÞ, π3

WðDMðTÞiÞÞ
, abbreviated as πW = ðπ1

W , π2
W , π3

WÞ. In the following step,
the two initial iterative sequences are mixed to get the result
π = πL ⊗ πW = ðπ1

L, π2
L, π3

L, π1
W , π2

W , π3
WÞ. In order to effec-

tively improve the randomness of the mixed chaotic
sequence and eliminate the cross-correlation between the
mixed chaotic sequence, the following XOR operation (“⊕”
is the XOR operator) is performed on the mixed chaotic
sequence:

π1
W = π1

L ⊕ π1
W ,

π2
W = π2

L ⊕ π2
W ,

π3
W = π3

L ⊕ π3
W :

ð3Þ

Thus, a new chaotic sequence is obtained: πnew = ðπ1
L,

π2
L, π3

L, π1
W , π2

W , π3
WÞ:

We use M0 to denote the initial iteration number of
Lorenz chaotic algorithm, N0 to denote the initial iteration
number of Wien chaotic algorithm, and φi to denote the off-
set of the first byte of the plaintext block.

The actual iteration number MK of the intelligent sens-
ing information block DMðTÞi in Lorenz chaotic algorithm
can be obtained by using the equation MK = ðφi/nÞ +M0.
And the actual iteration number NE of the intelligent sens-

ing information block DMðTÞi in Wien chaotic algorithm
can be obtained by using the equation NE = ðφi/nÞ +N0.

Therefore, all new hybrid chaotic iterative sequences and
the number of hybrid chaotic iterative sequences can be
obtained. If we assume π∗

new is the set of all new hybrid cha-
otic iterative sequences, then the following equation can be
obtained:

π∗
new = πnew ∣ π1

L Mkð Þ, π2
L Mkð Þ, π3

L Mkð Þ, π1
W Neð Þ, π2

W Neð Þ, π3
W Neð Þ� �� �

,

ð4Þ

where 1 ≤ k ≤ K , 1 ≤ e ≤ E.
If we assume MN is the number of hybrid chaotic itera-

tive sequences, then MN can be calculated out by using the
following equation: MN =MK ∗NE .

For any mixed chaotic iteration sequence πnew = ðπ1
L

ðMjÞ, π2
LðMjÞ, π3

LðMjÞ, π1
WðNjÞ, π2

WðNjÞ, π3
WðNjÞÞ, 1 ≤ j ≤

MN of the mixed chaotic iterative sequence set π∗
new,

in order to guarantee the high reliability and the randomness
of the iterative sequence, we use πS = ðπ1

LðMjÞ, π2
LðMjÞ, π3

L

ðMjÞ, π1
WðNjÞÞ to denote the initial sequence before infor-

mation encryption, πD = ðπ2
WðNjÞ, π3

WðNjÞÞ to denote the
interference sequence before information encryption. On
this basis, Wien chaotic algorithm and 2D Logistic chaotic
algorithm [25] are used to generate the key sequence
required by the intelligent sensing information block DM
ðTÞi for encryption, namely, πSK = ðπ1

sk, π2
sk, π3

sk, π4
skÞ. In

order to maintain the security and reliability of the key
sequence in the transmission process, the XOR operation
is performed as follows:

π3
sk = π1

sk ⊕ π3
sk,

π4
sk = π2

sk ⊕ π4
sk:

ð5Þ

Therefore, a new key sequence can be obtained, namely,
πnew
SK = ðπ1

sk, π2
sk, π3

sk, π4
skÞ.

In order to carry out the XOR operation between the key
sequence and the plaintext sequence of intelligent sensing
information, it is necessary to carry out decimal point shift
and modulus operation on the elements in the new key
sequence. The calculation equation can be described as
follows:

πi
sk = πi

sk ∗ 109 − πi
sk

� �
∗ 109 where i = 1, 2, 3, 4ð Þ ,

πi
L Mj

� �
= πi

L Mj

� �
∗ 109 − πi

L Mj

� �� �
∗ 109 where i = 1, 2, 3ð Þ,

πi
W N j

� �
= πi

W N j

� �
∗ 109 − πi

W N j

� �� �
∗ 109 where i = 2, 3ð Þ :

ð6Þ

In order to ensure the requirement of encryption, the
intelligent sensing information block DMðTÞi is divided
into plaintext code stream according to 4 bytes (the last
part is supplemented with 0), and its corresponding
ASCII code is used. On this basis, the corresponding
encryption process is carried out; that is, the plaintext
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in the plaintext stream and the key in the new key
sequence are XOR operated once to get the initial cipher-
text. Then, the interference sequence is used to XOR the
initial ciphertext again to get the final ciphertext of the
initial ciphertext. The calculation formula is as follows:

C DM Tð Þi
� �

4l+1 = ASCII DM Tð Þi
� �

4l+1 ⊕ π1
sk l + 1ð Þ ⊕ π2

W Nj

� �
l + 1ð Þ,

C DM Tð Þi
� �

4l+2 = ASCII DM Tð Þi
� �

4l+2 ⊕ π2
sk l + 1ð Þ ⊕ π3

W Nj

� �
l + 1ð Þ,

C DM Tð Þi
� �

4l+3 = ASCII DM Tð Þi
� �

4l+3 ⊕ π3
sk l + 1ð Þ ⊕ π2

W Nj

� �
l + 1ð Þ,

C DM Tð Þi
� �

4l+4 = ASCII DM Tð Þi
� �

4l+4 ⊕ π4
sk l + 1ð Þ ⊕ π3

W Nj

� �
l + 1ð Þ:

ð7Þ

In the above calculation formula, l + 1 is used to
denote the iteration number of the encryption processes.

When an adjacent intelligent sensor device or a legitimate
user receives the encrypted intelligent sensing information, the
same steps similar to the encryption method are used to
decrypt the received cipher text by using the key stream.

2.2. Security Transmission Algorithm of Intelligent Sensing
Information. In the Internet of Things, a large number of
intelligent sensor devices need to transmit their sensing
information to remote servers through a complex network.
Due to the openness, dynamics and versatility of the Internet
of Things, deception and eavesdropping usually occur
between different intelligent sensor devices, in order to pre-
vent unauthorized users and other illegal users from acces-
sing and stealing intelligent sensing information and
protecting intelligent sensing information security, a security
transmission algorithm of intelligent sensing information is
specially proposed.

The basic idea of the security transmission algorithm of
intelligent sensing information is as follows: first, the intelli-
gent sensor device determines the intelligent sensing infor-
mation to be transmitted. Then, it determines the
transmission range of the intelligent sensing information
and ensures the number of end points (the ultimate receiver
of intelligent sensing information, which is the end point)
within the range that can transmit information. On this
basis, mutual authentication between the intelligent sensor
device and other intelligent sensor devices or other commu-
nication devices is carried out. When the authentication is
legal, the intelligent sensor device uses the encryption/
decryption algorithm of the intelligent sensing information
proposed in the previous section to encrypt it. The informa-
tion receiver decrypts the information after receiving the
intelligent sensor device information. When the authentica-
tion is illegal, the intelligent sensor device rejects to transmit
the intelligent sensing information.

The specific security transmission algorithm of intelli-
gent sensing information is described as follows:

(Step 1) The intelligent sensor device A determines the
intelligent sensing information SM(T) to be
transmitted during the time slot T, and con-
structs the transmission information table file
TITF(T).

(Step 2) The intelligent sensor device A determines the
transmission range of its device and deter-
mines the number of intelligent sensor devices
within the range that can transmit sensor
information to each other n.

(Step 3) The intelligent sensor device A numbers the
intelligent sensor devices located within the
transmission range of the device that can
transmit sensor information to each other
num (num = 1, 2, 3, …, m), and constructs
the transmission link table file TLTA(T).

(Step 4) The intelligent sensor device A uses our pro-
posed block algorithm to obtain information
block DMðTÞi (i = 1, 2, 3, …, n) for the intelli-
gent sensing information SM(T) that needs to
be transmitted.

(Step 5) The intelligent sensor device A randomly gen-
erates an integer R, and calculates ðDMðTÞi
∪ TITFðTÞÞ ∗ num − R for each intelligent
sensor device num that will transmit sensing
information, so that mnum = ðDMðTÞi ∪ TITF
ðTÞÞ ∗ num − R.

(Step 6) The intelligent sensor device A randomly gen-
erates a new random integer ri, and uses the
encryption/decryption algorithm of the intelli-
gent sensing information proposed in the pre-
vious section to encrypt mnumkri to obtain
EðmnumkriÞ:

(Step 7) The intelligent sensor device A sends the
encrypted information EðmnumkriÞ to the intel-
ligent sensor device num according to num.

(Step 8) The intelligent sensor device num receives the
encrypted information EðmnumkriÞ sent by the
intelligent sensor device A.

(Step 9) After the intelligent sensor device num
receives the encrypted information Eðmnumk
riÞ sent by the intelligent sensor device A, it
randomly selects a secret message ms (e.g.,
identity information) and compares it with
the received confirmation message ACKnum
performs string operation to get mskACKnum.

(Step 10) The intelligent sensor device num uses the
encryption/decryption algorithm proposed in
the previous section to encrypt mskACKnum
to obtain EðmskACKnumÞ.

(Step 11) The intelligent sensor device num transmits
EðmskACKnumÞ to the intelligent sensor device
A.

(Step 12) After the intelligent sensor device A receives
EðmskACKnumÞ it uses the encryption/decryp-
tion algorithm of intelligent sensing informa-
tion proposed in the previous section to
decrypt EðmskACKnumÞ to get mskACKnum.
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(Step 13) The intelligent sensor device A performs iden-
tity authentication and confirmation message
authentication on the intelligent sensor device
num according to mskACKnum. If the authen-
tication is passed, the intelligent sensor device
A will randomly select a secret informationmA
(e.g., identity information), and perform a
string operation with the received confirma-
tion message ACKA to obtain mAkACKA; if
the authentication fails, the intelligent sensor
device A will disconnect the communication
with the intelligent sensor device num, go to
Step 20.

(Step 14) The intelligent sensor device A uses the
encryption/decryption algorithm proposed in
the previous section to encrypt mAkACKA to
obtain EðmAkACKAÞ.

(Step 15) The intelligent sensor device A sends the
encrypted information EðmAkACKAÞ to the
intelligent sensor device num according to ms
kACKnum.

(Step 16) The intelligent sensor device num receives the
encrypted information EðmAkACKAÞ sent by
the intelligent sensor device A.

(Step 17) After the intelligent sensor device num
receives the encrypted information EðmAk
ACKAÞ sent by the intelligent sensor device
A, it uses the encryption/decryption algorithm
of the intelligent sensing information pro-
posed in the previous section to decrypt E
ðmAkACKAÞ and get mAkACKA.

(Step 18) The intelligent sensor device num performs
identity authentication and confirmation
message authentication on the intelligent
sensor device A according to mAkACKA. If
the authentication is passed, the intelligent
sensor device num will use the intelligent
sensing information encryption/decryption
algorithm proposed in the previous section
to decrypt EðmnumkriÞ to obtain mnumkri. if
the authentication fails, disconnect and com-
munication of intelligent sensor device A, go
to Step 20.

(Step 19) The intelligent sensor device num calculates
out mnum and ri according to the decrypted
mnumkri, thereby ensures the intelligent sens-
ing information DMðTÞi and the transmission
information table file TITF(T).

(Step 20) End.

2.3. Early Warning Algorithm of Intelligent Sensing
Information. In the Internet of Things, intelligent sensor
devices encrypt the intelligent sensing information that needs
to be transmitted, which can improve the security of intelligent
sensing information transmission. However, for the intelligent

sensor devices in the intermediate transmission, if the decryp-
tion and encryption are frequently performed, the calculation
cost is too high and the energy consumption is too large. In
order to overcome this problem, we will adopt the link
information collection and the encryption synchronization
mode of intelligent sensing information. That is, the source
intelligent sensor device which transmits the intelligent
sensing information is responsible for collecting the sensing
information of all intelligent sensor devices in the link path
and opening this information to all intelligent sensor
devices in the link path. The intelligent sensor device trans-
mitted in the middle only needs to authenticate the secret
information and the confirmation information sent by the
previous intelligent sensor device, and does not need to
decrypt/encrypt the transmitted intelligent sensing informa-
tion. This method can effectively reduce the calculation cost
and the energy consumption of the intelligent sensor device
in the intermediate transmission.

Although the link information collection and the
encryption synchronization mode of the intelligent sensing
information can effectively reduce the calculation cost and
the energy consumption of intelligent sensor devices in the
intermediate transmission, it also increases the security risk
of intelligent sensor devices and intelligent sensing informa-
tion transmission. To avoid this risk from harming the secu-
rity of intelligent sensing information, we propose an early
warning algorithm for the security transmission of intelli-
gent sensing information.

The basic idea of the early warning algorithm for the
security transmission of intelligent sensing information is
that the intelligent sensor device first judges whether it is
an intermediate transmission node of the intelligent sensing
information block DMðTÞi (i = 1, 2, 3, …, n) according to
the transmitted link table file TLTA(T). If yes, the intelligent
sensor device receives the encrypted intelligent sensing
information and the transmission information table file
TITF(T). Then, it uses the intelligent sensing information
encryption/decryption algorithm proposed in this paper to
decrypt the received intelligent sensing information and
the transmission information table file TITF(T), respectively.
On this basis, statistical analysis is performed by the intelli-
gent sensor device based on the received intelligent sensing
information according to the decrypted intelligent sensing
information and the transmission information table file
TITF(T). If the received intelligent sensing information
ISI_A exceeds the upper limit ISI Amax, allowed by the sys-
tem, a warning message will be generated. it indicates that
the intelligent sensing information may have been attacked
by the network during the link transmission process, and
illegal data has entered in disguise, and the stream key needs
to be updated. If the received intelligent sensing information
ISI_A is lower than the lower limit ISI Amin, allowed by the
system, a warning message is generated. It indicates that the
intelligent sensing information may have been stolen by
hackers during the link transmission process, causing the
legal data to be lost, and the stream key needs to be updated
again. If the received intelligent sensing information is
within the range allowed by the system, no warning is
required.
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The specific early warning algorithm for the security
transmission of intelligent sensing information is described
as follows:

(Step 1) The intelligent sensor device B receives the
link table files TLTA(T) and EðmnumkriÞ trans-
mitted from the adjacent intelligent sensor
device A.

(Step 2) The intelligent sensor device B judges whether
the encrypted information EðmnumkriÞ and the
link table file TLTA(T) have been transmitted,
if they have been transmitted, go to Step 3;
otherwise, go to Step 1.

(Step 3) According to the transmitted link table file
TLTA(T), the intelligent sensor device B
judges whether it is an intermediate transmis-
sion node of the intelligent sensing informa-
tion block DMðTÞi (i =1, 2, 3, …, n). If yes,
go to Step 4; if not, go to Step 6.

(Step 4) The intelligent sensor device B uses a security
transmission algorithm of intelligent sensing
information to transmit the encrypted infor-
mation EðmnumkriÞ to the next adjacent intel-
ligent sensor device C according to the link
table file TLTA(T).

(Step 5) The intelligent sensor device B judges whether
the encrypted information EðmnumkriÞ has
been transmitted. If yes, go to Step 12; if not,
go to Step 4.

(Step 6) The intelligent sensor device B uses our
proposed encryption/decryption algorithm
for intelligent sensing information to
decrypt EðmnumkriÞ.

(Step 7) The intelligent sensor device B judges whether
the encrypted information EðmnumkriÞ has
been decrypted, if not, go to Step 6; if the
decryption is completed, go to Step 8.

(Step 8) The intelligent sensor device B performs statis-
tical analysis based on the decrypted intelli-
gent sensing information. If ISI A > ISI Amax
or ISI A < ISI Amin is established, it will
alarm, and transmit the alarm information to
the adjacent intelligent sensor device A, then
go to Step 9; if the inequality is not established,
then the intelligent sensor device B shows
“success,” go to Step 12.

(Step 9) The intelligent sensor device A receives alarm
information, updates the stream key according
to the alarm information, and sends the
stream key to adjacent the intelligent sensor
device B through a secret channel.

(Step 10) The intelligent sensor device B receives the
stream key sent by the intelligent sensor device
A, and updates the stream key.

(Step 11) After the intelligent sensor device B has
updated the stream key, go to Step 1.

(Step 12) End.

3. Security Analysis

3.1. The Encryption/Decryption Algorithm of This Intelligent
Sensing Information Can Effectively Resist Sliding Attacks.
In the encryption/decryption algorithm of the intelligent
sensing information, the intelligent sensing information to
be transmitted by the intelligent sensor device is first divided
into blocks, which can intercept the direct physical contact
between the information modules and become independent
individuals each other. The information module is not
leaked out through comparative analysis, and the attack
point of the sliding attack is broken down and cracked at
the root cause. In addition, in the process of generating the
key stream, Lorenz chaotic algorithm and Wien chaotic
algorithm are used to generate the initial value and interfer-
ence value. And the chaotic sequence corresponding to each
plaintext block is organically combined with the plaintext to
generate the key stream. Thereby, the leakage and the theft
of the key can be avoided and the collision of different key
pairs is intercepted. Moreover, the means and methods of
sliding attacks are broken. All of these can improve the secu-
rity of intelligent sensing information protection.

3.2. The Encryption/Decryption Algorithm of This Intelligent
Sensing Information Can Effectively Resist Replay Attacks.
In the encryption/decryption algorithm of intelligent sensing
information, Lorenz chaotic map and Wien chaotic map are
used to generate initial values and interference values, and
the chaotic sequence corresponding to each plaintext block
is organically combined with the plaintext to generate a
key stream, so that the keys used for each information block
are not the same. Even if the attacker intercepts and records
the data from the intelligent sensor device A to the adjacent
intelligent sensor device B at a certain moment (stream,
block), the attacker still cannot intercept the data at the next
moment (stream, block) from the stolen data because the
key is constantly changing and different data streams and
different data blocks correspond to different keys. Therefore,
this intelligent sensing information encryption/decryption
algorithm can effectively resist replay attacks.

3.3. The Secure Transmission Algorithm of Intelligent Sensing
Information Can Effectively Prevent the Access of
Unauthorized Users and Other Illegal Users. In the secure
transmission algorithm of intelligent sensing information,
the intelligent sensing information is first divided into blocks
and encrypted in term of the form of a plaintext stream by
the sent intelligent sensor device. In the entire transmission
processes, the intelligent sensing information appears in
term of the form of ciphertext. At the same time, the mutual
authentication between the sending intelligent sensor device
and the receiving intelligent sensor device will be performed
before the ciphertext is transmitted. Therefore, this method
can effectively prevent the access of unauthorized users
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and other illegal users and protect the security of intelligent
sensing information transmission.

3.4. The Security Transmission Algorithm of This Intelligent
Sensing Information Has High Security Performance. In the
process of transmission and reception of intelligent sensing
information, the effectiveness of security protection of intel-
ligent sensing information is often affected by the anti-attack
properties of the encryption/decryption algorithm and the
secure transmission algorithm of intelligent sensing infor-
mation. However, in the encryption/decryption mechanism
using the stream key the attack resistance is usually directly
related to the number of subkeys. In our proposed secure
transmission algorithm of intelligent sensing information,
the source intelligent sensor device can decide whether to
authorize and transmit according to the warning message
of the adjacent intelligent sensor device. Thereby, it can
reduce the error calculation and the transmission of key
stream. Moreover, it can also reduce the calculation com-
plexity of the subkey. All of these can enhance the integrity
and the security of intelligent sensing information
transmission.

3.5. The Secure Transmission Algorithm of Intelligent Sensing
Information Can Effectively Protect Its Integrity during the
Transmission Process. In the transmission process of intelli-
gent sensing information, the intelligent sensor devices usu-
ally adopt encryption/decryption algorithms to protect
intelligent sensing information. Therefore, a certain amount
of additional overhead is generated for the intelligent sensor
devices because of using the encryption/decryption algo-
rithms. And the loss of information may be caused for the
intelligent sensor devices. All of these has a certain impact
on the efficiency of information transmission. Of course, dif-
ferent encryption/decryption algorithms have different addi-
tional costs for their intelligent sensor devices. Thus, the
corresponding transmission efficiency of intelligent sensing
information may be also different each other.

In our proposed secure transmission algorithm of intelli-
gent sensing information, the intelligent sensing information
that needs to be transmitted by the intelligent sensor is
divided into blocks, which can reduce the transmission time
of each information block and enhance the difficulty for ille-
gal users to aggregate intelligent sensor information. Thus,
the possibility of information block from being stolen or
modified will be reduced. Moreover, it is more difficult for
illegal users to steal information since each information
block uses a different key. Therefore, the secure transmission
algorithm of the intelligent sensing information can effec-
tively protect the integrity of intelligent sensing information
during the transmission process.

4. Experiments and Results Analysis

In this section, we first introduce the experiments and the
composition of experimental components. Then, we
describe a series of experiments. At last, we analyze the
experiment results. The specific process can be described as
follows.

4.1. Experiments. In our experiments, we construct two dif-
ferent transmission modes of intelligent video sensing infor-
mation transmission, respectively. One is not to use any
secure transmission mechanism, and the other is to use
our proposed security transmission and early warning
mechanism for intelligent sensing information in the intelli-
gent video monitor and the server of the Internet of Things.

These intelligent video monitors mainly include video
image sensor module, timing control module, signal pro-
cessing module, power management module, communica-
tion transmission module and so on. The video image
sensor module has the function of static electronic shutter
and the adjustable function of the integration time, and
can continuously monitor the fixed area for a long time.
The video image sensor module integrates analog signal pro-
cessing circuit, I2C bus control interface, exposure/white bal-
ance control, video timing generation circuit, digital
conversion circuit, row selection, column selection and
amplification, photosensitive unit array, and so on. The tim-
ing control module is mainly used to set the working mode
of the video image sensor module and control its exposure
and readout. The main function of the signal processing
module is to encode for the image datums which are output-
ted by the video image sensor and transmit these encoded
image datums to the communication transmission module.
The power management module provides the required
working voltage for all components of the whole board.
Although there is a separate communication transmission
module in the two transmission modes, they aren’t the same.

In the first transmission mode, the communication trans-
mission module only contains communication functions. The
main reason is that it only includes some transmission proto-
cols and does not to use any secure transmission mechanism.
In the second transmission mode, the communication trans-
mission module contains not only the communication func-
tions but also the encryption/decryption function and the
information detection function. The main reason is that it
includes not only some transmission protocols but also our
proposed security transmission and early warning mechanism
for intelligent sensing information. Therefore, in the second
transmission mechanism, the intelligent video sensor device
can not only perceive the image, but also safely transmit and
warn for the perceived image information. The architecture
of intelligent video monitor in different transmission mode
is, respectively, shown as Figures 2 and 3.

The server mainly includes communication security
management module, monitoring management module,
host management module, user management module, net-
work management module, intelligent video monitor man-
agement module, permission management module, service
management module, storage management module, task
management module, log management module, Information
statistics management, etc. At the same time, in the first
transmission mode, the communication transmission mod-
ule of the server only contains communication function.
The main reason is that it only includes some transmission
protocols and does not to use any secure transmission mech-
anism. In the second transmission mode, the communica-
tion transmission module contains not only the
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communication functions but also the encryption/decryption
function and the information detection function. The main
reason is that it includes not only some transmission protocols
but also our proposed security transmission and early warning
mechanism for intelligent sensing information. The architec-
ture of server in different transmission mode is, respectively,
shown as Figures 4 and 5.

In the two different transmission modes, the server is
composed of 8-node machines, each node machine contains
16 Intel Xeon CPU cores, 32G memory, 1.6TB disk, and the
operating system is simultaneous interpreting Linux 2.6.18.
Node machines are connected together by network cables
with a speed of 100Mbps. In the intelligent video monitor,
the maximum response time (s) is set to 1.5 s, the maximum
waiting time is 15 s, and the wireless area communication
range (m) is 40m.

In the experiments, the false detection rate of intelligent
video sensing information and the loss rate of packet are,
respectively, tested and compared. Moreover, in the two dif-
ferent communication modes, the corresponding intelligent
video monitor faces the same external environment, such
as temperature, humidity and weather.

4.2. Results Analysis

4.2.1. The False Detection Ratio of Intelligent Video Sensing
Information. Figure 6 gives the situation of the false detec-
tion ratio of intelligent video sensing information with the
number of intelligent video sensing information in the two
different transmission mode, respectively. It can be seen
from the figure that when the amount of video sensing infor-
mation is the same, the false detection ratio of intelligent
video sensing information is lower than that in the second
transmission mode. The main reason for this situation is
that our proposed security transmission and early warning
mechanism is used in the second transmission mode. In
the security transmission and early warning mechanism,
we use our proposed encryption/decryption algorithm of
intelligent sensing information, secure transmission algo-
rithm of intelligent sensing information and early warning
algorithm of intelligent sensing information. By using the
encryption/decryption algorithm of intelligent sensing infor-
mation and the secure transmission algorithm of intelligent
sensing information, the secure transmission and the
authentication of intelligent video sensing information are
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Figure 2: The architecture of an intelligent video monitor in the first transmission mode.
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ensured, and the interference and the blocking of other
information are reduced. Moreover, the early warning algo-
rithm of intelligent sensing information can realize the secu-
rity early warning of intelligent video sensing information,
which is conducive to the system to take a series of security
measures, further reduce the interference and the blocking
of other information, and reduce the probability of informa-
tion false detection in the system.

4.2.2. The Ratio of Packet Loss. Figure 7 shows the ratio of
packet loss with the number of intelligent video sensing
information in the two different transmission mode.

From the figure, we can see that the ratio of packet loss
in the first transmission mode is lower than that in the sec-
ond transmission mode. The main reason for this situation
is that our proposed encryption/decryption algorithm of
intelligent sensing information, the secure transmission
algorithm of intelligent sensing information and the early
warning algorithm of intelligent sensing information are
used in the second transmission mode. By using these algo-
rithms and methods, the legitimate intelligent video sensing
information can be protected from some deception or some
improper accesses. All of these can improve the success rate
of the target video monitor collection, transmission, acces-
sing the packet. At the same time, these methods and algo-
rithms can prevent illegal video monitors from cheating or
sending false video sensing information. All of these can
help each legitimate intelligent video monitor to correctly
transmit authenticated message packets, so as to minimize
packet loss and reduce the ratio of packet loss.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Based on potential security threats, this paper proposes a
method to improve the security of intelligent sensing infor-
mation. The method mainly includes three phases, namely,
the encryption/decryption phase of intelligent sensing infor-
mation, the secure transmission algorithm phase of intelli-
gent sensing information, and the early warning phase of
intelligent sensing information. At each phase, we explained
the specific steps of the algorithm in detail. In addition, this

paper uses this method to analyze the security of common
attack forms and confirm the security of the algorithm. At
the end of this paper, we describe a series of experiments
and analyze the experiment results. These results show that
our proposed security transmission and early warning
mechanism is very effective in the Internet of Things.

This paper only proposes secure encryption algorithm
and does not involve blockchain or machine learning to
enhance the security of the Internet of Things. In addition,
different encryption/decryption algorithms have different
additional costs for their intelligent sensor devices, and their
transmission efficiency is also different. The algorithm may
be affected by many factors, and under some conditions,
the efficiency of the algorithm may be affected. In future
work, we will continue to optimize the encryption algorithm
to better adapt to the environment of the Internet of Things
and further consider the security of the Internet of Things
under 5G references.
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